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Abstract

This research describes the effects data structure has on the Total

Time on Test Transform technique and the resulting interpretation of the

plot. Specifically, actual failure data on three card types (SUQ, BQQ,

ana BTJ) located in the Minuteman III Missile Guidance System was analyzed

after manipulation. The manipulation consisted of the following three

steps: 1) assign all zero time to failure values to the lowest failure

time other than zero', 2) delete the zero time to failure values% and 3)

delete all unusually high values from the sample data. After each step,

the data was calculated and analyzed using Zenith 100 computer programs

which performed the total time on test calculations and graphed those

calculations into a total time on test data plot.

The results of this analysis indicated that data structure does

influence total time on test plots. The deletion of the zero time to

failure values causes a movement upward of the data plot which could

1) decrease the indication of decreasing failure rate (OFR), 2) increase

or decrease the number of crossings on the 45 degree line, and 3) increase

the indication of increasing failure rate (IFR).
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THE EFFECTS OF DATA STRUCTURE ON

TOTAL TIME ON TEST PLOTS

I. Introduction

Chapter Overview

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide a general background on

reliability and the Total Time on Tes-t Transform (TTTT) technique as

applied to certain management decisions. Additionally, Chapter I con-

tains the specific problem and investigative questions addressed by

this study as well as the scope of the study, limitations, and defini-

tions of terms frequently used.

Background

Reliability in military systems has been a major concern throughout

history. Many systems suffer from long periods of dormancy (storage or

inactive use). A system taken out of storage is expected to accomplish

its mission without a performance degrading malfunction. As systems have

become more complex, sophisticated, and expensive, and their expected

response time has become shorter, the need for reliability has increased.

Missile systems spend a m-iajority of their lifecycle in a non-operating

environment. On newer missile systems, complexity is increasing, longer

service lifes are required, and periodic maintenance and checkouts are

being reduced or eliminated (18:7). In a typical missile system, even

with periodic checkout, non-operating time could be as much as two million

times longer than operating time. The operating failure rate is sub-

stantially greater than the non-operating failure rate. The significant
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difference in these two states makes operating time a major factor to con-

sider when attempting to estimate or project a missile system's reliability

(18:18). The missile's guidance system operates under various levels of

operational stress throughout its lifecycle and is considered a limiting

factor in the reliability performance of the missile system (18:16).

The guidance system of the Minuteman Intercontinental Ballistic ilissile

System (ICBM) is the focal point for the system's reliability. It has dis-

played a dramatic increase in mean time between failures (MTBP) of a prior

guidance system lifetime. When first deployed as a Minuteman I in the early

1960's, the MTBF of the guidance system was approximately 600 hours. This

meant that the guidance system was removed fifteen times a year per missile.

Each time the system was removed it took seven days to reinstall, calibrate,

and warm up the guidance system to put it back on line. The average down

* time rate was 105 days a year. In 1963, $150 million was allocated to

improve the reliability of the Minuteman system. The result of that invest-

ment was an increase of the MTBF rate to 9000 hours, saving $1.5 billion.

Presently, the Minuteman III has more than 10000 hours mean time between

failure (15:125).

An important concept in statistical reliability theory is the analysis

of life data. If we place in operation a large number of new components

of one type, the population will initially show a high failure rate if it

contains a proportion of substandard, weak items. As these weak compon-

ents fail, the failure rate decreases rapidly during the "infant mortality"

or "burn in" period, and stabilizes to an approximately constant value.

When the weak components have died out, the component population reaches

its lowest failure rate level which is approximately constant. This

approximately constant period of life is called the "useful life" period

2



of the component. It is in this period that the components can be utilized

to the greatest advantage, and it is in this period that the exponential

distribution is a good approximation. When the component's wearout begins

to make itself noticeable, the failure rate displays a rapid increase.

Knowing which period the failure rate occurred in provides management with

information necessary to take the appropriate corrective action to increase

the reliability of a system (6:33).

The total time on test concept is central in the analysis of life data

for analyzing different aspects of the age replacement problem. The scaled

TTT-Transform and TTT-Plot were first introduced by Barlow and Campo in

1975. These concepts have proven useful in the statistical analysis of

failure data. In most applied situations, the life distribution is not known,

but some observational data (failure history) may be available. The total

time on test plots permit the analysis of incomplete data and provide a

theoretical basis for such an analysis. The plots are on graphs that pro-

vide the same scale so that different types of distributions can be compared.

The plots are scale invariant which eliminates the need for probability

paper. Additionally, the plots provide direct information about the failure

rate of an item (2:451-452).

Earlier research has used total time on test procedures to: 1) des-

cribe the failure distributions of selected Minuteman III electronic cards,

2) determine if the corresponding hazard function demonstrated infant

mortality, useful life, or wearout, and 3) suggest management strategies

to deal with wearout or infant mortality. In one study, five individual

cards were selected and the first three lifetimes of each card were ex-

amined. The failure distributions were identified, but no management

action was indicated due to the large mean lifetimes of the cards (16:4,59).

3



From man's earliest attempts to employ information from collected

data as an aid in understanding populations, there has been a concern

for "unrepresentative," "rogue," or "outlying" observations in sets of

data. These are often seen as contaminating the data; reducing or dis-

torting the information it provides about its source or generating mech-

anism. Observations that appear to be inconsistent with the remainder

of that set of data may frustrate attempts to draw inferences about that

population. The presence of possible 'outliers' and their effect are

critical when evaluating the predictive capabilities of statistical pro-

cedures such as total time on test plots (5:11).

General Issue

The prediction of reliability is the process of forecasting future

failures of an item from available failure rate information. Predictions

use data from the failure history of items that are in operational use,

not the reliability at the current state of development. To be most

beneficial, the reliability predictions should be accomplished in a timely,

useful manner at the conceptual and early design stages of the program

and continue throughout the operational life of an item. Pure numerical

values in themselves provide little benefit. The meaning of these numerical

values, their relationships among tne reliabilities of the various system

elements, and the recommendations for system improvement in light of the

predictions results are the real contributions of the predictions (1:149-

150).

Specific Problem

The purpose of this research is to analyze the effect data structure

has on the total time on test transform method and its corresponding

4



graphical representation in order to answer the following investigativeI

the results obtained when using the total time on test trans-
f. orm mth od Ilm n t o f p s i l a as r p i a l r s a f c2. Determine the effects truncation has on the total time on test 0
transform method. 1

3. Determine the robustness of total time on test plots (11:1). :

Scope of the Study

This study does not evaluate the methods currently used to determine

the reliability of the Minuteman III missile system. Neither does it

analyze the methodology used in prior research, nor compare the reliability

of the Minuteman system to other missile systems.

This study is intended to identify the relationships associated with 4

the total time on test procedure and the specific results data structure

has on the results obtained when using that procedure. .

Limitations

There are several limitations inherent in this research that must be

considered when evaluating the conclusions. First, the data used applies

only to the Minuteman III missile system. No other missile system will be

evaluated. Second, the data that will be used is current to January, 1986.

No failure history beyond January, 1986 will be analyzed. *Finally, no

allowances for modifications and environmental factors wifl be made when

this data is analyzed. Only the raw failure history data is being used.

Additionally, the data that is being used was analyzed in a previous re-

search effort (Sisk, 1986). This data and the results obtained from

this data will be used for comparison purposes only.

...........



Definitions

Catastrophic Failure -a failure that occurs that is not caused by

component deterioration, but only by chance failure.

Dormancy - is defined (for the purpose of this report) as those states

where a system or subsystem is not operating or is maintained in operation-

ally ready storage including all maintenance and functional checks necessary

to maintain the desired status. Guidance systems may be operating during

various phases of the missile lifecycle prior to actual firing (18:18).

Lifecycle -the period of time from conceptual design through disposal

of the system.

Lifetime -the time from when an item is put into operation until

the time it fails (13:2).

Non-Operating - when a component is not experiencing electrical or

mechanical stress. However, the component may be experiencing stress

caused by the environment, transportation, and handling (18:16).

Operating - the state of a subsystem, assembly, or component when it

is activated by electrical or mechanical means at any level of stress. An

electronic subsystem such as a guidance unit may be operating at various

levels of stress when it is tested in a check-out procedure (18:16).

Service Life - Air Force Regulation 136-1 defines service life as

the length of time an item can remain installed in operating configur-

ation or in actual use. For the purpose of this report, service life

will be interchangeable with lifetime since the report deals with specific

components of a major weapon system.

Truncate - to eliminate the high or low end of the data at a pre-

assigned time point.

6



II. Literature Review

This portion of the research effort is devoted to examining the lit-

erature pertaining to failure characteristics and the impact those char-

acteristics have on management policy. Particular attention is paid to

decreasing failure rate (DFR), constant failure rate (CFR), and increasing

failure rate (IFR). Additionally, the literature review examines the total

time on test transform technique and how this technique evaluates failure

data to provide management with the failure characteristics necessary to

determine if a component is failing in useful life, infant mortality, or

wearout. Knowing the failure characteristic displayed by an item is impor-

tant to management because it provides information for making decisions

such as the amount of burn-in time required and the time frame to perform

parts replacement.

Reliability Assessment

When an item fails to operate under conditions encountered, the item

is said to be unreliable (9:900). Unreliable equipment increases life-

cycle costs due to repair activities and also affects mission accomplish- a

ment. In the past two decades there has been a change from deterministic

to probabilistic methods of reliability assessment. This is due mainly

because of the high risk environment that plant operators, designers, etc.

operate under, requiring them to know whether their systems are reliable

enough. The use of the word "enough" implies a quantification of relia-

bility as a measurable entity. A general definition of reliability that

has resulted is:V

Reliability is defined as that characteristic of an item expressed
by the probability that it will perform its required function in

7
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the desired manner under all the relevant conditions and on the
occasions or durinq the time intervals when it is required so
to perform (01:900).

In high risk industries and when reliability is a consideration of

readiness in national defense, it has become necessary to develop methods

of prediction to obtain reliability assessments (9:902). In order to

assess the reliability of a system, it is required to obtain the relevant

variational or reliability data in the form of a distribution function,

F H(x) (9:906). History has shown that when reliability is at a premium,

reliability assessments can play an important role in the early design

and subsequent operation of technological systems (9:906).

Failure Distribution

Failure distributions are an attempt to describe mathematically the

length of life of an item to aid in reliability assessment. There are

numerous ways an item (material, component, electrical device, etc.) can

fail. Some examples of how electronic devices can fail are: an out of

tolerance condition, environmental stress, improper design, and improper

use. To base the failure distribution on these physical considerations

is extremely difficult. For this reason, the failure rate function may

be used in describing mathematically the length of life of an item (4:10).

When using actual observations of times to failure, it is difficult

to distinguish among nonsymmetrical probability functions such as gammia,

Weibull, and log normal. The significance of the distribution functions

is only in the tails of the distribution which causes the sample size to

be very important. In order to discriminate among probability functions,

it is necessary to use a concept based on the failure rate function. In

8
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reliability theory, this failure rate function has been termed the

"hazard rate" (4:9-10).

Hazard Rate

The hazard rate is a specialized notation that is useful in modeling

failure time data. Many times the information is available on how the

failure rate changes with the amount of time on test (12:9). The hazard

rate is the instantaneous failure rate of a given item at a certain point

in time or age of that item. The hazard rate is a measure of proneness

to failure as a function of age. The hazard rate is also called hazard

function, mortality rate, and the force of mortality (14:25).

A decreasing hazard rate during the early life of an item is termed

infant mortality (also DFR). This often indicates the item is poorly de-

signed or that defects occurred in the manufacturing of the item. An

increasing hazard rate (also IFR) is an indication of a product wearing

out or deteriorating with age to the point of failure. When an item shows

a constant hazard rate, it is said to be in useful life (14:26).

Probability plotting methods are widely used in applied statistics.

The plots provide (1) a descriptive capacity which clarifies the structure

of data, (2) sufficient accuracy for most applications, and (3) a means

for analyzing contaminated data or data that contains possible outliers.

Additionally, hazard rate plots can provide a method for describing failure

distributions, estimating parameters of a distribution, and thle failure

rate of components as a function of their age (2:451-452). A widely used

hazard rate plot in reliability assessi,ent is the bathtub curve.

9



Bathtub Curve

When the hazard rate is plotted against time, the resulting pattern

often follows the pattern known as the "bathtub curve." Three noticeable

periods that differ in the frequency of failure and in failure causation

are noticeable - infant mortality, constant failure rate period, and wear-

out period (Figure 1).

h(t)

A. Infant Mortality

B. Constant Failure Rate

C. Wearout

A I B C
TIME6 t '

(14:27)

Figure 1. Bathtub Curve

The terms infant mortality, useful life, and wearout are based upon

studies conducted by life insurance companies that indicated human pop-

ulations experience a large number of deaths (failures) early in childhood

(infancy) due to a multitude of factors. This death rate declines over

time (age) to a constant rate (useful life). When the death rate begins

to show an increase due to aging, the wearout period begins (14:25).

Hazard rate plots exhibit similar characteristics when the failure data

of electronic and mechanical components are used (11:203).

10
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The infant mortality period, also known as decreasing failure rate

(DFR), is distinguished by the high failure rate early in the use of an

item. The high failure rate in early use is an indication to management of

possible errors in design or manufacture, misuse, or misapplication. Very

often management is able to correct this problem by overstressing (in elec-

tronics "burn in" or environmental stress screening) until the weak units

fail. The items still fail, but the failure occurs before the item is

put into operational use (11:203).

The constant-failure-rate period is characterized by the exponential

distribution. The limitations that resulted in the high failure rate early

in the item's life are no longer present. The failures that result during

the constant-failure-rate period are usually caused by changes in the environ-

ment, accidents, or poor maintenance. It is generally accepted by manage-

ment that the only way to reduce the failure rate during this period is by

changing the basic design of the item, possibly by using redundancy, or

using overspecified components (11:204).

The wearout period, or increasing failure rate (IFR) period, is an

increase in the failure rate of an item due mainly to the deterioration of

performance or old age. Management would be concerned with replacing or

doing periodic maintenance on the items before an item reaches this period

and results in a catastrophic failure (11:204). The accuracy of the pre-

diction is critical to management's policy selection. An important factor

is matching the procedure used in making that prediction to the type of

data that is available.

Data eys

The type of data is critical to proper analysis. There are two major

categories of data: complete and incomplete. Complete data is when the

1W
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value of each sample unit is observed to the time of failure. When the

exact failure time of some units is unknown, and there is only partial

information on their failure times, the data is said to be incomplete.

When life data are analyzed, some units might not have failed yet, and

their failure times are known only to be at some future time. This data

is said to be censored on the right and is an example of incomplete data.

Another example of incomplete data is when units are inspected for failure

at one time period. When this procedure is used, it is only known that the

unit failed in the interval between inspections. This is an example of

interval or grouped data. Interval data can also contain right and left

censored observations (14:7-9).

Total Time on Test Plot

The total time on test plot provides a method for analyzing complete

and incomplete data. The test was developed to predict in which area of

the bathtub curve the failures are occurring. Additionally, by using a

plot of the total time on test transform method, it is possible to deter-

mine the underlying failure distributions. This is possible by using over-

lays of known distributions and in the case of an exponential distribution,

the crossing check (7:175). In the case of an item being examined, a

failure is obviously costly in terms of readiness and manhours required to

repair an item. With the information provided by the total time on trans-

form method, it is possible to determine that if used units are more prone

to failure than newer ones, perhaps it would be to management's advantage

to replace a used component after a certain period of time. This is often

referred to as "new better than used" (8:467).

The total time on test plot was first developed by Barlow and Campo

as a method to aid in the determination of the failure distribution of

12
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an item when using observed data. The procedure graphically shows the

transform of an empirical failure distribution (4:451-453).

The total time on test statistic is calculated as follows:

Given a random sample

Xn (1)

from a life distribution F, then by ordering from lowest to highest
,'

x (2)xX(1)  < X(2 )  < . < X(n )  ( ).'

the results are in the ordered observations. Then, the summations

of the ordered observations

i
T(X(i)) = ) + (n - i) X(i) (3)

j=l

is defined to be the total time on test until the ith failure.

In general, if the number of items on test at time u is denoted

by n(u).

x
T(x) J n(u) du (4)

0

is the total time on test till X.

The total time on test defined above is not scale dependent and is

scaled by dividing by T(X

H (i/n) = T- M (5)

13 II
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H (i/n) is defined as the total time on test until the ith failure and the

plot of (i/n,H (i/n)) is known as the emperical scaled total time on test.

H n(0) = 0 is defined so that the plot lies in the unit square and is 0 at

0 and 1 at 1 (3:365-366).

The constant failure rate area of the total time on test plot, or

exponential distribution, is depicted by a 45 degree line drawn from the

origin and proceeding up to the right. If the underlying distribution is

exponential it can be shown that (H (-), ..., H ( -1 )) are jointly dis-
n n n n

tributed like the order statistics from a sample of size n-l from a

uniform [0,I] distribution and the plot of H (i) will lie close to the
n n

diagonal line. Increasing failure rate (IFR) is identified by a concave

shape; decreasing failure rate (DFR) is identified by a convex shape

(3:367).

Figure 2 depicts the scaled total time on test plots of selected

Weibull distributions. The total time on test plot of an exponential dis-

tribution (8=1) is the diagonal, the IFR distribution is the concave curve

and the DFR distribution is the convex curve (3:368).

Barlow and Campo identify the application of TTT plots as applied

towards three types of incomplete data. The three types discussed are

grouped data, censored data, and truncated data. Grouped data as defined

by Barlow and Campo is failure data recorded in terms of the number of

failures within specific time intervals. Truncated data is observation

terminated at a specified time and the number of fa lures are less than

the total number of items observed. Finally, censored data is when the

testing stops at some predetermined number of failures (2:461-463).

14
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An additional description of the failure data provided by Barlow and

Campo (1975) is the "crossing test." The crossing test provides a test

of exponentiality that differs from the IFR/DFR alternative. Add the

number of crossings (Ln) between the TTT plot and the 45 degree line, and

reject the hypothesis of exponentiality when Ln is small (2:465). '*he

crossing test is based on the following theorem:

If F is exponential and N is the number of observed failures,

then the probability (total time on test plot lies above the

45 degree line) = probability (total time on test lies below
I

the 45 degree line) and that equals N (2:465).

Summary

This literature review examined failure distributions and the hazard

rate and their application in determining the IFR, DFR, or useful life

when using probability plotting or total time on test methods. Addition-

ally, an explanation of how the total time on test procedure is used to

graphically represent the hazard rate is discussed.

The literature review also stresses the importance of data selection

and the quantification of reliability assessment when providing manage-

ment with methods of prediction. Chapter III provides the methodology

used by this research effort to determine the effects data selection has

on the predictive capabilities of the total time on test method.

16
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III. Methodology

This Chapter describes the methods used to answer the investigative

questions posed in Chapter I. Additionally, a description of the data

used and an explanation of the data selection method is provided.

Introduction

This research is concerned with the effects data selection has on the

total time on test transform method and its corresponding plot. To

accomplish this analysis, data that was previously analyzed will be used,

manipulated, and consequently plotted using the total time on test transfer

method.

The total time on test program used is an adaptation of a Fortran pro-

gram formulated by Lt. Col. Carlos Talbott, HQ USAF/LE-RD, in support of

his doctoral dissertation research. To be compatible with the computer

system used by this and previous research, the program was rewritten in

GWBASIC and ZBASIC by Maj. John Kutzke, AFIT/LS, and modified by Capt.

William Rimpo. An example of the GWBASIC program is provided in the

Appendix. The program utilizes the formulas described in Chapter II of

this thesis to perform the total time on test calculations.

Data Description

The data used in this research was provided by the Statistical

Analysis Branch of the Material Management Engineering Division located

at Ogden Air Logistics Center (OOALC/MMEAS) on a magnetic tape configured
on a 116-column record length 30 records per block 3480 blocks format

The data was formatted at 5250 bytes per inch (BPI) and labeled in the

Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) format. It was

17



determined that this format was not compatible with the magnetic tape

reading equipment available for research support at AFIT (18:25).

Therefore, it was necessary to reformat the data into a 116-column record

length, 60 records per block, 6960 blocks, unlabeled, American Standard

Code Information Interchange (ASCII) format to be compatible with the AFIT

system.

The data provided 44 different types of electronic cards extracted

from the Repair and Evaluation Data System (RED) master tape. There is

no field repair of the Missile Guidance System (MGS); a failure consti-

tutes a replacement action. When an MGS fails, it is normally returned

to Newark AFS, Ohio for repair. The repair of the MGS is accomplished

by replacement of one or more of the components, assemblies, subassemblies,

etc. The Repair and Evaluation Data System is used to document these

repair actions for the purpose of expeditiously gathering, sorting, pro-

cessing, and distributing critical data on the performance analysis of

initial subsystems during the maintenance and repair cycle. The data ex-

tracted from the RED tape is configured sequentially by card type (alpha-

betically) and by serial number within each card type. Air Force Logistics,)

Command (AFLC) regulation 66-308, attachment 3, provides a complete des-

cription of the data format.

The data on the 44 card types pertained to two components within the

Minuteman III Guidance System, the Missile Guidance Set Control and the

Stabilized Platform. Five cards were previously selected for analysis

(Sisk), four from the Guidance Set Control, and one from the Stabilized

Platform. The cards were selected due to their having more than two life-

times and the large populations of their failure data contained on the

tape. This research effort will be concerned with three specific card

types within the missile guidance set control subsystem, BQQ, BTJ, and SUQ.

18
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Data Selection

The data being used in this research effort was previously separated

into particular lifetimes by card types using a Fortran program developed

by Sisk. Each lifetime that was segregated contained: 1) cards that

failed a particular number of times, and 2) cards that were removed from

service for reasons other than a failure. Sisk additionally broke down

the segregated lifetimes into files containing failures only and files

that contained removals for reasons other than failures and identified the

failure file as uncensored data and the removal for other than failure file

as censored data. He then analyzed the data by using each card type's

individual lifetime as a separate group. For a complete description of

the data selection, see Sisk, 1986.

Particular Method

The data that was analyzed by Sisk, in many cases, contained values

that indicated zero time on test before failure and zero time on test with-

out a failure. Additionally, the data contained some values that were con-

sidered by this researcher to be unusually high compared to the bulk of

failure times. The methodology used by this research is directed at finding -.

out what effect manipulation of these data points has on the resulting TTT

plots. The following is the sequence of the data manipulation:

1. Identify the data points that contain a zero time on test
value.

2. Incorporate the zero values to the numerical time on test
value as the smallest data point that contains a non-zero
value and retain the original sample size.

3. Reject the zero values from the data set under the assump-
tion that they are catastrophic failures.

4. Reject unusually high values (if applicable) under the
assumption that they are possible outliers.

19
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After steps 2, 3, and 4, the remaining data will be subjected to the

total time on test program described earlier using a Zenith 100 computer.

The resulting calculations, using the total time on test graphical tech-

-~ nique, were plotted using the GRAFTALK software that is available for the

Zenith 100 computer.

Summiiary

This portion of the research effort explained the methodology used to

determine if the elimination or incorporation of possible catastrophic

failures or the elimination of possible outliers affects the results ob-

tained in the total time on test method developed by Barlow and Campo. The

following Chapter contains the analysis and results of this research effort.
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IV. Results

This Chapter reports the results of the data analysis performed using

the methodology described in Chapter III. The results will be reported by

card type and lifetime order.

SUQ Card Type Results

The first electronic card type failure data to be manipulated was the

circuit cards that contained the serial number prefix of SUQ. SUQ denoted

the circuit cards that are located on the x, y, or z ECA accelerometer

located in the Minuteman III Guidance System.

The first lifetime data evaluated by Sisk contained no zero time on

test to failure values and no unusually high values to be manipulated or

deleted by this research effort. The total time on test plot is shown in

Figure 3; the sample size evaluated contained 157 observations.

21/



The second lifetime of the SUQ card type contained a sample size of 63

observations, no unusually high values and one zero time to failure value

with no failure indicated, i.e., a 0,0 value. The TTT plot is shown in

Figure 4. This zero value was assigned to the lowest time on test value

(non-zero) and resulted in the TTT plot depicted in Figure 5, showing no

noticeable difference from the plot of the original data. The next step

required the deletion of the zero value, decreasing the sample size to 62

observations. Tne resulting TTT plot, Figure 6, again displayed no notice-

able change from the original data plot. Step four of the methodology was

not accomplished because there were no unusually high values.

/ PERCNT FAILURES

02 .

Figure 4. SUQ 2nd Lifetime (Original Data)
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Figure 5. SUQ 2nd Lifetime."
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Figure 6. SUQ 2nd Lifetime
(Zero Values Oeleted 5)
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The third lifetime of the SUQ card type data being analyzed contained

a sample size of -1j0 observations. The observations contained seven zero

values of which two indicated an actual failure, i.e., 1,0. Additionally,

the data contained one value that was unusually high that could be considered

a possible outlier. The TTT plot of the original data is depicted in Figure

7. The zero values were assigned the value of 29 and resulted in the plot

shown in Figure 8, with little change from the plot of the original data.

The next step, involving deletion of the zero values and decreasing the

sample size to 93, resulted in the TTT plot shown in Figure 9. The deletion

of the zero values moved the TTT plot closer to the 45 degree line. The

final step of deleting the high value, Figure 10, resulted in removing the

area of the plot that was located above the 45 degree line.

, .f

FALPERCENT

Figure 7. SUQ 3rd Lifetime (Original Data)
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Figure 9. SUQ 3rd Lifetime I
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Figure 12. BQQ 2nd Lifetime (Original Data)
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Figure 13. BQQ 2nd Lifetime
(Zero Values Assigned to 86)

The deletion of the zero values resulted in Figure 14, which shifted the TTT

plot closer to the 45 degree line. Finally, when the unusually high value

was deleted, resulting in a sample size of 52, part of the TTT plot crossed

the 45 degree line into the IFR region as shown in Figure 15.

The third lifetime of the BQQ card type's data contained a sample size

of 122 observations. The sample encompassed five zero values and one unus-

ually high value. The five zero values contained four zero failures with

zero time on test and one failure with zero time on test. The TTT plot of

the original data is shown in Figure 16. The resulting TTT plot, Figure 17,

after assigning the zero values to the next highest non-zero value (24),

shows no noticeable change from the plot of the original data. Deletion of

the zero values reduced the sample size to 117 and resulted in the plot

shown in Figure 18. This plot shows a slight movement away from the 45

degree line into the IFR region of the graph. The last step of deleting the

high value, Figure 19, shows no noticeable difference from Figure 18.
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Figure 14. BQQ 2nd Lifetime
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Figure 16. BQQ 3rd Lifetime (Original Data)
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Figure 17. BQQ 3rd Lifetime

(Zero Values Assigned to 24)
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Figure 19. BQQ 3rd Lifetime
(High Value Deleted)
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BTJ Card Type Results

The final cdrd type's data observed contained the BTJ serial number

prefix. The BTJ card type is located on the missile guidance set control

located in the Minuteman III Guidance System.

The first lifetime contained a sample size of 114 observations. The

sample contained five zero values and one unusually high value. The five

zero values consisted of four indicated failures and one non-failure with

zero time on test. The TTT plot of the original data is shown in Figure 20.

No noticeable change in the plot occurred when the zero values were changed

to the next higher non-zero value, 63, shown in Figure 21. When the zero

values were deleted, lowering the sample size to 109, the plot displayed a

noticeable shift towards the IFR region of the graph, Figure 22. No notice-

able change occurred when the unusually high value was deleted from the data,

shown in Figure 23.

7
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PERCENT FAILURES

Figure 20. BTJ 1st Lifetime (Original Data)
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Figure 23. BTJ 1st Lifetime
(High Value Deleted)

The second lifetime consisted of a sample size of 175 observations.

Within this sample there occurred 12 zero values and one unusually high

value. The 12 zero values consisted of 11 non-failure indications and one

failure indication with zero time on test. The TTT plot of the second

lifetime of the BTJ card type's original data is depicted in Figure 24.

* The assignment of the zero values to the next highest non-zero value of

29 resulted in the TTT plot shown in Figure 25, displaying no noticeable

change in the graph. When the zero values were deleted, the plot displayed

a noticeable shift above the 45 degree line into the IFR region of the

graph, Figure 26. No noticeable change occurred when the high value was

deleted in Figure 27.
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Figure 25. BTJ 2nd Lifetime
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Figure 27. BTJ 2nd Lifetime
(High Value Deleted)
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The third lifetime of the 3T~J card type contained a sample size of 122

observations. The sample included 11 zero values and one unusually high

value. The 11 zero values encompassed nine non-failures and two failures

with no time on test. The TTT plot of all 122 observations is displayed

in Figure 28. The resulting plot, after the zero values were assigned the

lowest non-zero value of 33, is shown in Figure 29. The assignment of

the zero values to the time on test of 33 hours snowed no noticeable change

from the plot of the original data. Figure 30 indicates the movement of

the plot towards the 45 degree line when the zero values were deleted and

the sample size decreased to 111. The final plot, Figure 31, shows little

change when the unusually high value is deleted. 6
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Figure 30. BTJ 3rd Lifetime
(Zero Values Deleted)
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Figure 31. BTJ 3rd Lifetime --
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Su1mary

The use of the methodology contained in Chapter Ill of this research

effort has provided the information necessary to answer the questions that

prompted this effort:

1. Does the elimination of possible catastrophic failures affect
the results obtained when using the total time on test trans-
form method?

2. Determine the effects truncation has on the total time on
test transform method.

3. Determine the robustness of total time on test plots.

On all three boards analyzed, and in each lifetime of the boards, the

assignment of the zero time on test values to the time containing the lowest

non-zero time on test showed little effect on Lhe resulting TTT plot. When

the zero values were eliminated from the sample, the resulting plot in each

case showed a shift up toward the IFR region of the graph. If under the
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assumption that the zero values are catastrophic failures, this research

has shown that their elimination has a noticeable effect on the plot of

the total time on test method. Additionally, by eliminating the zero values

and also unusually high values in some cases, this truncation has shown a

movement in the position of the TTT plot. Finally, the robustness of the

total time on test plot is questionable in that the elimination of a small

number of zero or low values causes a shift upward of the TTT plot which

could increase or decrease the number of crossings on the 45 degree line,

and therefore increase or decrease the assumption of exponentiality.

The final Chapter of this research includes the conclusions, recommen-

dations, and recommendations for future research that this researcher feels

have evolved from this effort.

P4
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

This research has shown that the total time on test transform method

and its corresponding data plot is influenced by the structure of the data

that is being analyzed. Additionally, the results of this research show

that the structure of the data being analyzed must be carefully considered

before using the TTT plot to make a management decision on the type of

failure characteristic displayed by an item. The possibility of the TTT

plot shifting towards the IFR region with the deletion of zero values, as

in this research, has implications when analyzing sample data. The deletion

of zero time to failure values from a sample could effect the analysis of

the resulting TTT plot in the following ways.

1. Increase or decrease the crossings on the 45 degree line, result-

ing in an increase or decrease of the assumption of exponentiality or

useful life.

2. Possibly move the data plot from the DFR to the IFR region of the

TTT plot, which would indicate that an item is displaying wearout instead

of infant mortality.

In either of the above situations, management would be concerned with

what action to take towards the displayed failure data because of the

importance of knowing whether the data being analyzed is displaying the

failure characteristics of useful life, increasing failure rate (wearout)

or decreasing failure rate (infant mortality).

41
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Recommendations

The structure of the failure data should be a consideration before

using the total time on test method to determine if an item is failing in

an increasing, decreasing, or constant rate. The elimination of possible

outliers and low values, that are not representative of the populations

being analyzed, is of critical importance before a decision by management

can be made to increase or decrease environmental stress screening or es-

tablishing parts replacement policy. This research in no way implies that

low time to failure values or unusually high time to failure values have no

importance to management when analyzing failure data. Zero time to failure,

for example, could be an indication of an item that was installed incorrect-

ly or broken in transit. Additionally, this research does not imply the
-p

*. zero time to failure values are not representative of a population, only

that the deletion of these values effects the results obtained when using

the TTT method and its resulting plot.

Future Research

Future research in the area of the total time on test transform method

and its corresponding plot should be concerned with the validity and accuracy

of the TTT method when the results are used to provide management with infor-

mation concerning the failure characteristics of an item. The prediction

capability of the total time on test method is critical to its acceptance

and use by management.

This research has not been mathematically rigorous and only pertains

to the effects data structure have on the total time on test plotting method.

Based on the findings of this research, the following areas are recommended

for future study.
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1. Use known data distributions and calculate the TTT plot and

compare the results.

2. Determine if an item that contains actual failure data, and is

known to be displaying wearout, has the same indications when analyzed

using the TTT method.

3. Use a known population distribution, take a sample of that distri-

bution, and see if the known population is explained accurately using the

TTT method of analysis.

4. Investigate the deletion of values off the high end of a data set

to see if the effect is similar to the findings in this research.

,'1

, M.
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Appendix: Total Time on Test Program

t0 C-A TINE ON TEST PLOTTING TECHNIQUE
* 20 ,'\.....E. BY CAT WILLLIAM RINPO MAJ JOHN KUTZKE. AND LTCCL CARLOS TA :..

40 CLS:PRINT"TOTAL TIME ON TEST ANALYSIS OF FAILURE DA*:'A"
50 P.::?
60 PINT "THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES A TOTAL TIME 04 TEST STATISTIC FOR FA'LURE

S 70 PRINT "DATA FROM A COMPLETE LIFE TEST, AS WELL AS FROM FIELD FAILURE DATA
PI CONTAINING CESORED UNITS.

90 PR: NT
_ZQ DI:4 A50U)T7C'(500).STTT(500).B(500.21).C(500).LAST(500)

S Z0 - EFI: T G-J
4 120

-0 PRINT "WELCOME TO TOTAL TIME ON TEST.
2N0 PRIN'T "IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO USE AN EXISTING DATABASE UN FILE, PROSS F.
:50 PRIN.T "IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO CREATE A NEW DATA FILE. PRESS C.
-o PRINT "IF YcU WOULD LIKE TO ENTER DATA MANUALLY, PRESS M.
170 CLOSE #7
'50 'LET Ks

.90 $-.INPUTS(1)
2CO IF B3-"7" THEN 2302-0 1F B "C z ..

TH: 380
220 IF B3-"M" THEN 530
230 1.1
240 '
250 'ARRAY CC:) STORES FAILURE INDICATOR: FOR FAILURE. 0 FOR CENSORED DATA
260 'ARRAY A(.) STORES LIFETItZS
270 '
250
290 L::iE INPUT "NMY DATA FILE IS: ";Es
300 1.1
3:0 OPEN " Z"I. E
320 IF EOF (C) THEN 660
330 I PUT #1.C(I),A(I):PRINT C(I).A()
340 IF C(I)-l THEN K.K+l
350 LET I.1+1
360 GOTO 320
370 PRINT
330 CLS:PRZNT "YOU ARE ABOUT TO CREATE A DATAFILE WHICH YOU WILL NAME.
390 PRINT "PLEASE REMEER YOU FILE NAME. AiTER THE LAST INPUT TYPE -1
400 PRINT "TO END DATA ETRY.
41-0 '
420 LINE INPUT"MY DATA FILE NAME WILL BE:": E$
430
440 OPEN "O",#,E
450 INPUT "ENTER 1 FOR FAILED UNIT. 0 FOR UNFAILED/WITHDRAWN UNT";C(I)
460 INPUT "ENTER FAILURE/CENSOr(ED TIME.";A(1)
470 IF CI).-: THEN 500
480 'RITZ#7.CCI).ACI)
490 PRINT: GOTO 450
500 CLOSE #7
513 GOTO 300
5Z0 '
530 CLS:INPUT"ENTER NUMBER OF LIFETINES";N
540 PR:INT N
550 FOR IU1 TO N
560 I.PUT "ENTER I FOR FAILED UNIT. 0 FOR UNFAILED/WITHDRAWN UNL'":C(I)
570 PRINT C(I)
530 INPUT"ENTER LIFETI'E";A(1)
5 '0 PRINT A(.)
600'

610 'K COUNTS THc NUMBER OF FAILURES
620
630 IF C(:)-I THEN KaK-
640 PRINT K
650 NEXT I
660 N.I-L
670 REALN '.N680'
90 'CPEA:S FILES TO STORE T.T STATISTICS

700O
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7-0 OPE-N "O".8."AGEI.DAT"
720 '
730 - ARAY A(:) RECORDS UNORDiRED L!FETIMES
740 3;3W SORT A(') TO ORDERED LIFETIM'ES
750 '
760 LET F-0
770 FOR 1-1 TO N-i
780 -F A(I)<-A(I+I) THEN GOTO 830
790 LET TE'e. ?-A(I)
795 LET TEMPC-C()
800 LET A(!)-A(I+)
805 LET C(I)=C(1+1)
1.0 LET A(I+i)-TEM?
815 LET C(Ii)TEMPC
820 LET F-1
830 NEXT 1
640
850 'IF F=I THEN ORDER ISN'T PERFECT YET
860 '
670 IF F-i GOTO 760
680 LINE INPUT "MY ORDERED DATA FILE IS:"; F$
890 OPEN "0".;5. F3
00 PRI:NT,"THE SET OF ORDERED LIFETIMES IS:"

910 FOR I-I TO N
920 PRINT. I. " "C(I).A(I)
930 WRITE P5.C(I).A(l)
940 6EXT I
950 CLOSE #5
960 '
970 'TOTAL TIME ON TEST SUBROUTINE
980 '
990 LET C-0
1000 FOR J.1 TO N
1010 IF C(J)-i THEN G-Gl1
1020 IF ;-1 THEN TTT(J)-N-A(J)
1030 IF J-1 GOTO 1050
I00 LET TTT(J)-T."T(J-1)(N-J+I)*(A(J)-A(JI))
1050 IF C(J).I THEN TEP-.TT(J)
1060 LET LAST(G).TENP
1070 NEXT J1080'
1090 'SCALED TTT SUBROUTINE
ii00 'CALCULATES A SCALED TTT FOR FAILURES ONLY.

1!20 FOR 1.1 TO C
1130 -
1i0 ST.(I)-LAST(I)/LAST(G)
1150 IF I- THEN PRZNT08,0;0
1160 IF I-G THEN PRINTtI;I
1170 IF I-G THEN PRINT8.0;0
1180 NEXT I
1190 PRINT
1200 PRINT SCALED T-." VS PERCENT FAILURES
1210 FOR F-1 TO K
1220 PRINTD8,ST'.(F);F/K
1230 PRINT. STrT(F)."".F/K
1240 NEXT F
1250 '
1260 END
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